Rapid feedback corrections during a bimanual postural task
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Omrani M, Diedrichsen J, Scott SH. Rapid feedback corrections during a bimanual postural task. J Neurophysiol 109: 147–161, 2013. First published October 10, 2012; doi:10.1152/jn.00669.2011.—An important observation in motor physiology is that even the fastest feedback responses can be modified in a task-dependent manner. However, whether or not such responses in one limb can be modulated based on online sensory feedback from other limbs is still unknown. We tested this using a bimanual postural control task, in which the two hands either controlled two separate cursors (double-cursor task) or a single cursor displayed at the spatial average between the hands (single-cursor task). In the first experiment, the two hands were symmetrically perturbed outwards. In the double-cursor task, the participants therefore had to return their hands to the targets, whereas in the single-cursor task no correction was necessary. Within 50 ms, the electromyographic activity showed significantly smaller responses in the single-compared with the double-cursor task. In the second experiment, the perturbation direction of the left hand (inward/outward) was randomized, such that participants could not preplan their response before perturbation onset. Results show that the behavior of the right arm in the one-cursor task depended on online feedback coming from the left arm: the muscular response was modulated within 75 ms based on directionally specific information of the left arm. These results suggest that sensory feedback from one limb can quickly modify the perturbation response of another limb in a task-dependent manner.

Rapid feedback corrections during a bimanual postural task

The exact timing of these flexible coordinative (cross limb) feedback responses is not known as perturbations in the previous studies were applied gradually (i.e., velocity-dependent force-
field, Diedrichsen 2007). Therefore, it is difficult to determine the onset time of these interlimb responses. A recent study used the bimanual single/double-cursor task to investigate the timing of interlimb feedback (Mutha and Sainburg 2009). By applying abrupt perturbations to one of the limbs against the direction of movement, these authors found that the response in the nonperturbed limb can be elicited during the long-latency time period. This experiment illustrates that corrective responses could be elicited quickly during a bimanual task. However, as the direction of perturbation was constant in the task, the appropriate response could be prearranged before movement (Kimura and Gomi 2009; Matthews 1991) and then released upon arrival of the perturbation (see Shemmell et al. 2010 for a review).

Our interest is to identify how quickly directional specific information of the perturbation can be used to modify the response in the other limb in a condition in which the appropriate response could not be preplanned. We used a postural task to determine the timing of a bilateral feedback response. Compared with voluntary reaching tasks, postural tasks have the advantage of permitting less variable quantification of the temporal aspects of rapid motor responses. For example, it has been shown that feedback gains change during the course of the reaching movement (Kimura and Gomi 2009; Kurtzer et al. 2009), whereas they are relatively stable in the postural condition.

In the first experiment, we demonstrate that participants modulate early feedback responses (>50 ms) during a postural task, based on whether the two limbs control separate cursors or a shared cursor. In this case, a preplanning of the appropriate response is possible. We also show that the size of the feedback responses (along with the voluntary responses) is scaled proportionally to the temporal constraint of the task. In the second experiment, we randomized perturbations, such that no response could be preplanned. In this experiment, we also withdrew visual information about the cursor at perturbation onset. The results show that the behavior of the right arm changes in a task-dependent manner within 75 ms based on online proprioceptive feedback coming from the left arm.

**METHODS**

**Participants**

A total of 24 individuals (23 males and 1 female, aged 17–38 yr, 21 right-handed) participated in two experiments (8 participants for experiment 1 and 16 participants for experiment 2). All participants were neurologically unimpaired, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and gave informed consent according to a protocol approved by the Queen’s University Research Ethics Board.

**Apparatus and Experimental Paradigm**

Participants performed the experiments with a robotic device (KINARM Exoskeleton, BKin Technologies, Kingston, ON, Canada) that permitted combined flexion and extension movements of the shoulder and elbow to move the hand in the horizontal plane. The robot could also apply joint or hand-based loads (Pruszynski et al. 2008; Scott 1999). Targets and hand feedback (1-cm white circle) were presented to the participant in the horizontal plane via a display composed of an overhead projector and semitransparent mirror (Fig. 1A). A metal barrier under the mirror occluded direct vision of the arm.

**Experiment 1: Modification of Rapid Motor Responses Based on Bimanual Task**

All trials followed the same basic pattern:

1) In the double-cursor task, the participant was first asked to bring the hand cursors into two targets (1.2-cm diameter, located based on shoulder angle = ~40° and elbow angle = ~90°) against background loads (7.3 N), which pushed the hands away from the midline. These background loads were applied to activate the shoulder and elbow flexor muscles (Fig. 1B, small arrows show the direction of background loads). The single-cursor task started the same as the double-cursor task. However, at the beginning of the hold phase the two individual cursors and target circles were replaced with a single cursor and a single target circle (Fig. 1B).

2) Following a variable hold time (1,000–3,000 ms), the two arms were perturbed laterally (1,500-ms step loads with a 10-ms ramp onset, equal and opposite in direction), displacing the participants’ hands laterally. The size of the perturbation and its orientation were selected for each participant such that it generated 4–5 cm of hand motion along the x-axis and minimal motion in the y-axis (7.5–13 N).

3) The participants were instructed to return the cursor(s) to the target(s) within 300 ms and remain there for the rest of the trial (double-cursor, 2-cm acceptance window, single-cursor, 1 cm). Target color after the perturbation signified if the cursor was in or out of the spatial target(s) (IN: solid green; OUT: solid red), and trial success was signified by displaying a 3-cm target color at the end of the trial (green: correct; red: failed). Participants were asked to avoid co-contracting the muscles before the perturbations.

4) Participants had to perform 30 successful trials in separate blocks (order of blocks was random). Failed trials were repeated in the end of each block. Both failed and successful trials were recorded and included in the data analysis.

We were interested to know whether changing the time limit to return the hand influenced the feedback response for identical perturbations. Thus, in separate pairs of blocks, we repeated the single- and double-cursor tasks with time limits of 400 and 600 ms (random order for pairs of blocks, see Fig. 1C for possible block orders).

**Experiment 2: Modification of Rapid Motor Responses by Proprioceptive Feedback from Contralateral Limb**

Experiment 2 was designed to identify how quickly online feedback from one limb could influence motor responses in the other limb when the perturbation direction was not predictable. Importantly, no visual information was available instantly following the perturbation to inform the subject of perturbation direction either. Similar to the first experiment, trials were separated into single- and double-cursor blocks. The trial flow always followed the following basic pattern:

1) As in experiment 1, the participant was first asked to bring the hands into two targets against background loads (6 N). The back-

---

**Fig. 1.** Task apparatus and experimental paradigm. A: participant sitting in the exoskeleton robot (KINARM) with their arms at the level of their shoulders. Targets and the cursors representing the index finger location are projected on a screen that is viewed through a mirror (left: side view; right: top view). B: participant is required to hold the hands in the targets against some background load (hand stabilization). In the double-cursor condition (top row), the hand is perturbed (hand perturbation) and the participant is instructed to bring the cursors back to the targets (restabilize targets). In the single-cursor condition (bottom row), following hand stabilization, the two individual cursors and target circles are replaced with a single cursor and a target circle (cursors merge). The hand is then perturbed and the participant is instructed to bring the cursor to the initial target. C: blocks of trials completed in experiment 1 (left) and possible order of blocks across participant (right).
A semitransparent mirror is used for hand stabilization (background load). Hand perturbations and re-stabilization targets are indicated as well. 

Possible block orders: 
- 300 ms time-limit, 2-cursor block randomly interleaved with 300 ms time-limit, 1-cursor block 
- 400 ms time-limit, 2-cursor block randomly interleaved with 400 ms time-limit, 1-cursor block 
- 600 ms time-limit, 2-cursor block randomly interleaved with 600 ms time-limit, 1-cursor block
ground load preactivated the flexor muscles of the right arm and the extensor muscles of the left arm. In the single-cursor task, the two individual cursors and target circles were then replaced with a single cursor and a single target circle, respectively, at the beginning of the hold phase.

2) In mirror-direction perturbation trials, following a variable hold time (1,000–3,000 ms), the two arms were perturbed laterally (1,500-ms step loads with a 10-ms ramp onset) (see Fig. 9, A and B; red lines). In matching-direction perturbation trials, both limbs were perturbed to the right. The same perturbation magnitude (8 N) was used for most subjects (i.e., 14 of 16). The magnitude was selected in a way that generated 4–5 cm of hand motion along the x-axis in an average subject. Slight individual adjustments of perturbation orientation were made to cause the least y-axis motion. In two subjects, the perturbation magnitude was reduced (7 and 6 N, respectively) as they were not comfortable with the original (8 N) perturbation magnitude.

3) As in experiment 1, the participants were instructed to return the cursor(s) to the target(s) within a fixed time (300 ms) and remain there for the rest of the trial (in this case, 3-cm acceptance window). To make sure the initial perturbation response was generated by using proprioceptive and not visual information, the cursor(s) feedback was turned off for 200 ms following the perturbation. Target color also did not change for the first 200 ms following the perturbation. After this period, the cursor was shown again, and the target color signified if the cursor was in or out of the spatial target (IN: solid green; OUT: solid red). Trial success was signified by displaying a 3-cm target color at the end of the trial (green: correct; red: failed). Participants were asked to avoid co-contracting the muscles before the perturbations.

4) The perturbation conditions were randomly interleaved so the participants could not predict the direction of the upcoming perturbation. In each block, participants performed 30 trials of each perturbation type (mirror vs. matching). To make sure subjects considered the temporal constraint of the task, they were told that unsuccessful trials would be repeated at the end of the block. However, missed trials were not actually repeated. As in experiment 1, both failed and successful trials were included in the data analysis.

5) Each participant completed four blocks (two single- and two double-cursor blocks) in an experimental session. The two blocks for each task (single- vs. double-cursor) were done consecutively, but the order was randomized across different subjects.

Muscle Activity

Electromyographic (EMG) activity of proximal limb muscles was recorded from both limbs in experiment 1 and from the right limb in experiment 2. Specifically, we recorded activity from the brachioradialis (Br, monoarticular elbow flexor), biceps (Bi, biarticular flexor), pectoralis major (PM, monoarticular shoulder flexor), triceps lateralis (TLat, monoarticular elbow extensor), triceps longus (TLo, biarticular extensor), and the posterior deltoid (DP, monoarticular shoulder extensor). Surface EMG electrodes (DE-2.1; Delsys, Boston, MA) were attached on the muscle belly using a standard protocol (see Pruszynski et al. 2008), and the reference electrode (Dermatrode; American Imex, Irvine, CA) was attached to the ankle. We performed a set of maneuvers that elicit high levels of activation for each muscle in the plane of the task to ensure of the quality of the acquired EMG signal. EMG signals were amplified (gain = 10 K) and band-pass filtered (20–450 Hz) by a commercially available system (Bagnoli, Delsys) and then digitally sampled at 1,000 Hz.

Data Analysis

Filtering and normalization. Perturbation onset time was adjusted by 10 ms to compensate for the time difference from commanded torque to limb movement as calculated using an accelerometer attached to the limb (see Pruszynski et al. 2008). Joint and hand position were obtained directly from the KINARM at a 1,000-Hz sample rate and then low-pass filtered (25-Hz, two-pass, sixth-order Butterworth). EMG signals were band-pass filtered (10- to 150-Hz, two-pass, sixth-order Butterworth) and full-wave rectified. In experiment 1, the EMG of the agonist (loaded) muscles was normalized to the mean preperturbation activity in single-cursor trials with a 400-ms time limit. These trials displayed minimal co-contraction between antagonist muscles (see RESULTS). For the antagonist (unloaded) muscles, we show the raw EMG signal (see Figs. 3 and 4), as they were preinhibited in the baseline period. In experiment 2, EMG was normalized to the mean baseline activity of the muscle in the mirror-direction perturbation in single-cursor trials.

Behavior and kinematics. We were interested to know at what point in time the hand motion deviated across different conditions (i.e., single- vs. double-cursor, or 300- vs. 400-ms time limit). We therefore performed a receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) analysis at each time point. For each condition and at any time point, we determined the proportion of trials that exceeded a range of thresholds spanning the two distributions. The number of hits and false alarms was then plotted against each other for every threshold setting. The area under the curve provides a measure of how well the two distributions could be distinguished from each other (Metz 1978). Values of 0 and 1 indicate perfect discrimination (and thus complete separation between the two distributions), whereas a value of 0.5 indicates chance discrimination. Across all time points, we then found the time point (t criterion) where the ROC passes a criterion level (set at 0.25 or 0.75). We calculated the time at which the ROC starts deviating from baseline levels by fitting a line (Fig. 2E, the thick solid black line; using linear regression) to a 30-ms period of ROC curve, centered on the tcriterion. In our results, we report the interception point of the regression line with the baseline ROC value (Pruszynski et al. 2008). Note that changing the ROC criterion level did not qualitatively change the result of this analysis. To find the mean deviation time across participants, we performed this analysis on the mean ROC curve across participants (Fig. 2E, thick solid red line). As an alternate approach, we identified the first point in time the hand paths were significantly different across conditions for five consecutive time points using sequential t-tests.

To evaluate interactions between the two limbs, at given time points following the perturbation, we calculated a Pearson correlation coefficient between the right and left hand positions across trials. To conform to the normality assumption of parametric tests, coefficients calculated for each subject was Fisher z-transformed before further statistical analysis. We then compared the z-values, in either tasks with 0 using a one-sample t-test, or compared the two tasks against each other using a paired t-test. Group-averaged correlations were calculated by averaging the z-values and then applying the inverse Fisher transformation to the mean.

Muscle activity. Three distinct temporal epochs of time were used to quantify the rapid motor responses to the perturbations up to 100 ms: response 1 (R1, 20–45 ms), response 2 (R2, 46–74 ms), and response 3 (R3, 75–100 ms). The rationale for choosing these specific time epochs is detailed elsewhere (Pruszynski et al. 2008), but generally these timelines closely match M1, M2, and M3 responses as proposed by Lee and Tatton (1975). The R1 epoch is classically referred to as the spinal reflex period, and the R2 and R3 epochs are often referred to as long-latency responses. For statistical comparisons, we also defined two other activity epochs: baseline activity (Base, 200–0 ms) and “voluntary” activity (Vol, 120–180 ms). In our analysis, we use average muscle activity in each epoch to represent that epoch. For statistical comparison of EMGs, we use a nonparametric paired test (one-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test), which does not make any assumption about normality of the EMG signal. As each test is based on data from eight participants in experiment 1 and 16 subjects in experiment 2, the degrees of freedom (df) are 7 and 15 for each comparison, respectively. For all the comparisons on the task effect, for each muscle we are doing five
statistical comparisons (1 for each epoch). Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons imposes reducing the significant level to 0.05 over the number of comparisons (i.e., 0.01 in our case). Therefore in every figure, we show the $P$ values $< 0.05$ by one star and any values $< 0.01$ by two asterisks. Therefore, any epoch marked with two asterisks is significant after a Bonferroni correction. We also use ANOVA (performed using SPSS software, IBM) to explore interaction of different variables (e.g., EMG activity and time limit) through our task.

It is known that increases in preperturbation activity of muscles increases the magnitude of perturbation-related activity particularly for the R1 epoch (a phenomenon termed auto-gain scaling, Pruszynski et al. 2009). In the 300-ms time-limit task in experiment 1, the baseline activity sometimes changed across the single- and double-cursor trials (see RESULTS). Therefore, to be able to compare the perturbation-related activity across the two tasks, we performed an extra analysis in which we only compared those trials with matched baseline activity (i.e., the average activity 200-ms before the perturbation). We sorted the baseline activity of different trials across the two perturbation types and selected pairs of trials with similar activity. We repeated all our EMG analysis with these subsets of trials (15–25 pairs for each participant) to make sure the effects we observe in our results is not due to co-contraction of muscles before the perturbation. To compensate for loss of trials due to resampling, we collapse similar muscles across limbs to increase statistical power.

RESULTS

Experiment 1: Modification of Rapid Motor Responses Based on Task

The first experiment examined whether and when rapid motor responses of the two limbs are modified by task constraints when the perturbation was predictable. In the double-
cursor task, where the hands worked independently, the two hands were perturbed laterally and the participants rapidly returned their hands to the targets in 300 ms (blue lines in Fig. 2). The perturbation caused an ~4-cm hand movement in the x-axis and minimal movement in the y-axis. In particular, the motion of the two hands was tightly coupled so that their motion back to the initial hand positions occurred simultaneously (Fig. 2, B and C). Similar results were observed across all of our participants (Fig. 2D). There was a relatively low success rate (51%) for this double-cursor task, reflecting the difficulty of returning both hands to the targets within 300 ms.

In the single-cursor task, the hands were perturbed laterally, but the cursor remained within the target (dashed lines in Fig. 2, x-range = 1 mm, SD = 0.6 mm, y-range = 5 mm, SD = 2 mm). This was due to the fact that the perturbations on the two limbs were symmetrically oriented (i.e., equal, opposite and oriented along the x-axis). The size of the corrective movements of the hand (red lines in Fig. 2) varied from trial to trial but was always smaller than observed for the double-cursor task (Fig. 2, B and C). There was also considerable variability in corrective responses across participants, with some participants tending to correct only minimally and others displaying substantial corrections with both hands (Fig. 2D). We then correlated the left and right hand positions 450 ms after perturbation onset across trials within each participant separately and found a strong negative correlation between hand positions [average $r = -0.70$, $t(7) = -9.27$, $P < 0.0001$, which was significantly bigger than that of the double-cursor task [mean $r = -0.37$, $t(7) = -5.37$, $P = 0.001$, paired t-test, $t(7) = -3.67$, $P = 0.006$]. This indicates that the feedback responses were coordinated more tightly across the two hands in the single-cursor compared with the double-cursor task. The success rate was also high in the single-cursor task (89%).

ROC analysis across participants demonstrated that the hands moved identically in both the single- and double-cursor tasks immediately following the perturbation, but hand positions diverged at ~140 ms after perturbation onset (Fig. 2E; 132 ms using ROC analysis, 158 ms based on sequential t-tests). The timing of the separation of hand trajectories was similar for both the right and left hands (right hand: mean = 131 ms, median = 141 ms, SD = 28 ms; left hand: mean = 127 ms, median = 139 ms, SD = 35 ms).

Shoulder and elbow flexor muscles displayed perturbation related activity in both tasks (Fig. 3, same participant as in Fig. 2B). As the shoulder and elbow extensors responded little to the perturbation, we focus our analysis on the mono-articular shoulder and elbow flexors (i.e., PM and Br, respectively). Shoulder flexor muscles (PM) tended to show larger responses than elbow flexor muscles (Br) as the hand-based loads elicited larger torques at the shoulder compared with the elbow. For the participant in Fig. 3, preperturbation and R1 activity in right PM were similar for the single- and double-cursor tasks ($P = 0.26$ and 0.55, respectively). However, muscle activities were significantly smaller in the single-cursor task in the R2, R3, and Vol epochs ($P = 0.001$, <0.0001 and <0.0001, respectively).

Figure 4 shows the average difference in the EMG activity in each muscle across tasks, and Fig. 5 shows average activity in each epoch of different participants in each tasks. In general, EMG activity in the single-cursor task was lower compared with the double-cursor task (three-way repeated-measures ANOVA; EMG epoch * muscle * Cursor condition with Participant as a random factor, $P < 0.001$, df = 1, $F = 76$). Further analysis showed that all EMG epochs were significantly different across the two tasks (Figs. 4 and 5; R1: $P = 0.02$ for right PM and $P = 0.07$ for right Br; $P < 0.01$ in all other epochs across muscles and limbs). The task effect also showed a significant interaction with EMG epoch meaning that the effect was not the same across different epochs ($P < 0.001$, df = 4, $F = 19.6$). Figure 5B shows that difference in response across tasks became more pronounced in later EMG epochs (e.g., ~20, ~30, ~40, and 60% response change, respectively, for R1, R2, R3, and Vol epochs or right PM).

In some cases, the muscle activity in the preperturbation baseline period was larger in the double-cursor task (Fig. 5A; $P < 0.05$ in four participants for right PM, one-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test). This difference in baseline activity suggests that these participants co-contracted their limb muscles in the more difficult, double-cursor task (Fig. 4 shows the differential activity of the antagonist muscles across tasks). This might suggest that the participants chose to increase the stiffness of the arm to oppose the large perturbations in the double-cursor task. However, the antagonist activity is rapidly inhibited in response to the perturbation (note the dip in EMG response starting around R2 in all antagonist muscles). Therefore, it is unlikely that subjects used a generalized stiffening strategy through co-contraction to accomplish the task in the double-cursor condition.

Nevertheless, because preperturbation activity can modulate the size of the initial reflexive response (Pruszynski et al. 2009), it is essential to correct for this factor. As described in METHODS, we resampled the data by matching pairs of trials (one for each task) with similar baseline activity. ANOVA showed a significant effect for both task condition and task condition combined with EMG epoch ($P < 0.001$, df = 1, $F = 18.8$ and $P < 0.001$, df = 4, $F = 15.5$, respectively). Further analysis showed that, in the corrected results, the baseline activities were not significantly different ($P > 0.3$ in both muscles; see Fig. 6). For the Br muscle, only the last three epochs showed significant task-related modulation ($P = 0.07$ for R1 and $P < 0.05$ for the other epochs). For PM, however, we still found significant changes in the activity for R1, R2, R3, and Vol epochs (all $P < 0.05$). Thus our results indicate some modulation of even the earliest phase of the fast feedback response for the bimanual task.

As the perturbation is applied at the end point, given the arm geometry of each subject, not all the muscles are equally loaded. Therefore, in some muscles (like Br) it is hard to see whether any muscle activity is evoked in response to the perturbation. We looked into each muscle’s activity in response to the perturbation in the double-cursor task and compared it to its baseline. The R1 epoch was significantly larger than baseline in all subjects in all agonist (i.e., PM, Bi, and Br) muscles (paired t-test for each subject; $P < 0.01$ for all comparisons) except for four subjects in right Br and five subjects in left Br ($P > 0.1$ in these subjects). The R2 epoch was significantly larger than baseline in all subjects in all agonist muscles ($P < 0.01$ for all comparisons) except for two subjects in the left Br. At the population level, a one-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed a significant difference between baseline activity and R1 and R2 epochs in all muscles ($P < 0.05$ for all muscles) except R1 epoch for left Br ($P = 0.6$). The main goal of this experiment is to determine when (at...
the earliest) the EMG response is modulated by task knowledge or sensory information from the other limb, which is addressed by modulation of responses in the PM. Given the nature of perturbation, we have no control over the amount of motion of each individual joint in each individual subject. Therefore, it is not surprising that some muscles do not show the fastest spinal response that depends on joint motion. In fact, observing the task-dependent effects in the long-latency response of the muscles that did not show the R1 response only strengthens our discussion.

Influence of Time Constraints on Motor Responses

We also tested whether a variation of the timing constraints would influence feedback corrections. For the double-cursor task, we predicted that an increase in the time available to correct for the perturbation would diminish the magnitude of the rapid motor response. As expected, increasing the time limit to return the hands to the spatial targets made the task substantially easier, with success rates increasing from 51% for the 300 ms to 83 and 96% for the 400- and 600-ms time limits, respectively. Participants took more time to return the hands to the two targets as the time criteria increased from 300 to 600 ms (Fig. 7A). This effect can be seen by comparing the distribution of hand positions 300 ms after perturbation onset [Fig. 7A, distance from target across all participants (means \pm SD): 1.5 \pm 1.4 cm for 300 ms, 2.4 \pm 1.5 cm for 400 ms, and 3.5 \pm 1.7 cm for 600 ms]. ROC analysis demonstrated that the hands moved identically in all three conditions immediately following the perturbation, but hand positions diverged \sim 135 ms postperturbation (134 ms for 300 vs. 600 ms and 136 ms for 300 vs. 400 ms).

Time constraint manipulation also altered the perturbation-related muscle activity in the double-cursor task. Figures 7B and 8, A and C, show decreases in EMG activity of the right PM when the time limit was increased from 300 to 600 ms (two-way repeated-measures ANOVA; EMG epoch \times Time limit with Participants as a random factor, \(P < 0.001\)). The effect of changing time constraints was not the same across
different EMG epochs as captured by significant interaction between EMG epochs and time limits ($P = 0.001$). Figure 8C shows normalized EMG modulation across time limits for different subjects (each epoch was normalized to its value in the 300-ms time limit). This figure shows that later EMG epochs were modulated more by the time limit. When comparing the EMG response in 300- and 600-ms time limits, the baseline period decreased by 13%, R1 and R2 decreased 20%, R3 by 30%, and Vol by 40% ($P = 0.07, 0.01, 0.02$ comparing response modulation across R2, R3, and Vol epochs with R1 response modulation, one-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Correspondingly, EMG activity for right PM did not show significant differences across different time limits or in interaction with different EMG epochs (Figs. 7B and 8, B and D; two-way repeated-measures ANOVA, $P = 0.13$ and $P = 0.67$, respectively). Neither of the other muscles showed a significant change when altering the time limit (see Table 1 for the $P$ values for each different muscle).

In contrast, given the high success rate of the single-cursor task with a 300-ms time limit, we predicted little or no change in the feedback corrections when the time limit is increased. Task success did improve slightly (from 89% success rate for 300-ms time limit to 90 and 97% for 400 and 600 ms, respectively), but hand trajectories did not change substantially [Fig. 7A; hand position 300 ms following perturbation onset across all participants (means ± SD): 4.8 ± 1.5 cm for 300 ms, 4.5 ± 1.6 cm for 400 ms, and 5 ± 1.3 cm for 600 ms]. ROC curves (300 vs. 600 ms and 300 vs. 400 ms) did not pass threshold (0.75), and small, late differences in hand position could only be identified using a $t$-test (divergence time = 263 ms for 300 vs. 600 ms and 255 ms for 300 vs. 400 ms, $P < 0.05$). Correspondingly, EMG activity for right PM did not show significant differences across different time limits or in interaction with different EMG epochs (Figs. 7B and 8, B and D; two-way repeated-measures ANOVA, $P = 0.13$ and $P = 0.67$, respectively).

Since increasing the time limit decreased the feedback response in the double-cursor task but not in the single-cursor task, it also impacted the differential perturbation response across tasks. As reported, there were significant differences in
Experiment 1: EMG activity across tasks. A: group average EMG activity in different time epochs [i.e., baseline: 200 ms before perturbation, response 1 (R1): 20–45 ms, response 2 (R2): 46–74 ms, response 3 (R3): 75–100 ms, and voluntary (Vol): 120–180 ms postperturbation]. Each thin line connects the EMG measurements of one participant across tasks (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01). Triangles show mean epoch activity across all participants, and the thick line shows the mean change across tasks. B: normalized EMG difference across tasks [double-cursors − single-cursor/single-cursor]. The difference gets bigger in later EMG epochs. Error bars indicate between-participant SE; au, arbitrary units.

In the single-cursor task, corrective responses with the right hand were only required for the matching-direction condition (shown in Fig. 9A), and Vol epochs (Fig. 8E; P = 0.027 and 0.003, respectively). For the right Br, even the slight difference in the Vol epoch was not present (P value in all epochs > 0.1).

Experiment 2: Modification of Rapid Motor Responses by Proprioceptive Feedback from Contralateral Limb

In this experiment, we tested whether corrective responses in one limb are modulated by the direction of the perturbation applied to the other limb. The outward perturbation of the right limb was combined with either an inward (matching-direction condition) or an outward perturbation (mirror-direction condition) of the left limb. The two conditions were intermixed randomly within the same block of trials, such that the upcoming perturbation was not predictable for the participants. Importantly, we withdrew visual information of the cursor at perturbation onset, such that we could ascertain that the feedback responses were driven by proprioceptive feedback.

In the single-cursor task, corrective responses with the right hand were only required for the matching-direction condition to return the (transiently unseen cursor) back to the central target. In this condition, both hands deviated ~3.5 cm to the right and corrections included simultaneous motion of both hands back to their preperturbation positions (Fig. 9A). In the mirror-direction condition, corrective responses were not required and subjects tended to make smaller corrective responses (Fig. 9A). ROC analysis found that corrective responses with the right hand were different (i.e., smaller) across the two types of perturbations (mirror vs. matching) just after 300 ms [ROC, 335 ± 80 ms (means ± SD); Fig. 9C; sequential t-test, 317 ms]. There was also a clear difference in the difficulty to make corrective responses for the two load conditions as the success rates for the mirror- and matching-perturbations were 98% and 39%, respectively. In the double-cursor task, subjects had to return both hands back to the start positions for both types of perturbations (Fig. 9B). The success rate was lower for the matching-direction compared with the mirror-direction perturbation (25% and 47%, respectively). The corrections with the right hand were found to be similar for the two types of perturbations as the ROC analysis did not pass threshold (Fig. 9C). The kinematic data therefore shows that in the single-cursor task, the corrective response of the right limb is influenced by the proprioceptive information from the left limb. In the double-cursor task, we did not find such a dependence.

To determine when at the earliest task-dependent coordinative feedback occur, we examined the time course of the perturbation-related EMG of the right flexor muscles (PM, Br, and Bi). Figure 10A displays the perturbation-related EMG for the matching and mirror perturbations in the single-cursor task, and Fig. 10B displays the direct paired analysis across load conditions for each epoch. Importantly, some of the differences between the matching and mirror perturbations may be due to mechanical interactions between the arms through the trunk, or they maybe due to hardwired bilateral reflex loops. In this case, we would expect the same difference between perturbation directions to be present in the double-cursor condition (shown in Fig. 10, C and D). To establish the existence of the task-dependent coordinative feedback responses, it is therefore
The EMG of the right arm muscles in the single-cursor task were not significantly different between the matching and mirror-perturbations for the baseline ($P = 0.09$, $r = 0.78$, and $r = 0.29$ for PM, Br, and Bi, respectively) and R1 period ($P = 0.39$, $P = 0.1$, and $P = 0.23$ for PM, Br, and Bi, respectively). For the PM muscle, significant differences emerged in the single-cursor task in the R2 ($P = 0.007$) and R3 ($P < 0.001$) periods. Importantly, for the double-cursor task, none of these differences were significant ($P = 0.5$, $P = 0.058$, $P = 0.23$, and $P = 0.91$ for Base, R2, R3, and Vol, respectively), except for R1, which was significant in the opposite direction (i.e., the mirror was bigger than matching, $P = 0.02$). The perturbation × task interaction was significant for the R3 period ($P = 0.02$). The EMG of the right Br muscle was influenced in the single-cursor task by the direction of the perturbation of the left arm in the R3 and voluntary periods ($P = 0.004$). However, the perturbation × task interaction failed to reach significance for these ($P > 0.09$ in all epochs). Finally, the right Bi muscle was significantly influenced by the left perturbation in the R3 period in the single-cursor ($P = 0.015$) but not in the double-cursor task ($P = 0.068$). The perturbation × task interaction was also significant for the R3 period ($P = 0.03$).
As the perturbation was always the same in that experiment, participants could simply prepare the appropriate reaction (i.e., respond less in the single-cursor task, and respond more in the two-cursor task) and then release the preplanned response upon arrival of the perturbation (Shemmell et al. 2010). This preplanned response is generally known as “change of functional set” (Klous et al. 2011; Matthews 1991). In essence, therefore, the first experiment resembles the classical intervene or not to intervene manipulation studied extensively in the single limb (Evarts and Granit 1963).
Double-cursor ROC fails to pass the threshold. (0.75, thin vertical grey lines depict the regression margins), and its interception with baseline (0.5) is determined as the time when behavior deviates across tasks. In the single-cursor task, a line (solid gray) is fitted to a 30 ms period of ROC curve around the time it passes the threshold target area for each task.

Our second experiment was designed to explicitly test whether afferent information from one limb could be used dynamically and in a task-dependent manner to modify motor responses in the other limb. In this experiment, the perturbation direction of the left limb was not predictable to the participants and no visual feedback was provided for 200 ms following the perturbation. Therefore, the perturbation direction for the right limb and the visual input was identical across perturbation and task conditions. Despite this, our results show that the right limb responded to the perturbation in a coordinated fashion rather than launching a constant preplanned response.

Our study extends the results of a recent study in which subjects had to stabilize a simulated tray with two hands (Dimitriou et al. 2012). As in our study, participants showed task-dependent modulation of the responses to unimanual or bimanual perturbations. In this study, the tray was simulated through the forces produced by the robots grasped in each hand, as well as through a visual simulation. In our situation, the physical situation was exactly identical across tasks and the two task only differed in the behavioral goal, which was signaled through the visual scene. Yet, the task-dependent dependence between feedback responses of the two hands was still present, even for mechanical perturbations without vision. Thus our results illustrate that once the behavioral control law is established using only vision, goal-directed corrections can be generated to mechanical perturbations that do not rely on visual feedback on that trial.

The conditional and task-dependent nature of this interlimb feedback response suggests that the motor system is equipped with the ability to flexibly “utilize” sensory feedback from one limb to support rapid motor responses in another limb. The neural pathways through which these flexible responses are implemented are still unknown. Most likely, the flexible feedback process occurs at the cortical level (Ivry et al. 2004; Oliveira and Ivry 2008). Transcallosal connections between the two hemispheres clearly modulate the response to each motor

![Fig. 9. Experiment 2: kinematic results. A: mean horizontal hand paths and cursor positions across all participants in the single-cursor task (red: mirror-perturbation; blue: matching-perturbation. Thin line: single participant; thick line: Mean of all participants). Shaded boxes demonstrate the acceptable target area for each task. B: mean horizontal hand paths across all participants in the double-cursor task. C: mean ROC curves across different conditions (solid: single-cursor, dashed: double-cursor). In the single-cursor task, a line (solid gray) is fitted to a 30 ms period of ROC curve around the time it passes the threshold (0.75, thin vertical grey lines depict the regression margins), and its interception with baseline (0.5) is determined as the time when behavior deviates across tasks. Double-cursor ROC fails to pass the threshold.](image-url)
For example, a recent study by Yedimenko and Perez (2010) demonstrates that while generating isometric forces with the right index finger, motor evoked potentials in the left index finger (evoked by TMS stimulation of the right primary motor cortex) were suppressed. Furthermore, the suppression was less strong when the direction of the force produced by both fingers was mirror symmetric. Interestingly, by testing the right hand in different postures, the authors showed that it was the direction of force in external space rather than in muscle space that determined the amount of suppression. This finding suggests that the influence does not depend on hard-wired transcallosal pathways between homologous muscles but rather that the feedback from the opposite limb is used in a flexible fashion and varies with the spatial and functional parameters of the task. Whether these modulatory influences are caused by direct connections between the two primary motor cortices, or whether they involve secondary motor regions that may represent high-order aspects of the task (Diedrichsen et al. 2010) is an important question to be addressed in future studies.

---

**Table 2.** P values for the interaction effect of Task × Perturbation direction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>R1</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>R3</th>
<th>Vol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Base, baseline; R1, R2, R3, responses 1, 2, 3; Vol, voluntary; Bi, biceps. P values are by two * two repeated-measures ANOVA.
feedforward control (Jackson and Miall 2008). These studies have used velocity-dependent force fields that perturb an arm movement perpendicular to the movement direction. Many studies have shown that it is very difficult to learn alternating opposing force fields within the same limb (Krakauer et al. 2006; Caithness et al. 2004; Krouchev and Kalaska 2003). However, the state of the other arm can strongly influence the motor system to learn two conflicting force fields (Nozaki and Scott 2009; Nozaki et al. 2006). For example, the movement direction of the other hand (Howard et al. 2010) can modulate within-limb force field learning. Similarly, whether the two hands hold a common object or whether they move alone can also serve as a cue for learning opposing force fields (Howard et al. 2008). Thus, like rapid motor responses, the learning of predictive feedforward control appears to be endowed with the flexibility to utilize the movement state of the other hand to modulate control. This similarity may reflect the intimate relationship between rapid motor responses and voluntary control (Scott 2004).

One novel aspect of our results is that the temporal constraint of the task influenced the size of the rapid motor response (and early voluntary response) to the mechanical perturbation. Participants exhibited large initial motor responses when they had to return to the spatial target within 300 ms, and smaller responses if they were given 600 ms. These results suggest that if the behavioral goal is easy to achieve (as reflected by a change in the success rate), rapid motor responses are reduced overall. On the other hand, when the behavioral goal is hard to achieve (i.e., 300-ms time limit), even the R1 response could show task-dependent changes. Previous work has shown task-dependent modulation of long-latency responses based on spatial location of the target (Pruszynski et al. 2008) or limb mechanics (Kurtzer et al. 2008, 2009), but the short latency responses were not modulated in either of these conditions. The low success rate in the 300-ms condition (~50%) might have encouraged the participant to increase the gain of spinal reflexes to raise the participant’s success rate. It has been shown previously that R1 responses can change based on the behavioral goal of a task independently from the background activity of the muscle (Cheng and Loeb 2008). Yet, it is not clear why such a strategy is not used even in the conditions with less strict temporal constraints. We speculate that delaying the response to later epochs may provide more time for the brain to appropriately assess the nature of the perturbation before launching a motor response. We think the mechanism through which the R1 epoch response is modulated is different than its later counterparts; with the former being affected at the spinal level (Granit 1975) and the latter predominantly at supraspinal levels (Scott, 2004; Pruszynski and Scott 2012, Matthews 1991).

In summary, several studies have shown flexible task-dependent coupling of the two limbs in bimanual tasks. This flexibility can be observed in the feedforward control of the movement (Mechsner et al. 2001; Diedrichsen et al. 2001) and in the reactions to perturbations of each limb (Diedrichsen and Gush 2009; Ohki and Johansson 1999; Lum et al. 1993). Such similarity is congruent with the idea that rapid motor responses utilize the same neural circuitry as voluntary control (Scott 2004, 2008). In a broader sense, our results suggest that the CNS is capable of coupling any arbitrary sensory feedback with a motor output to fulfill the goal of a task (Radhakrishnan et al. 2008; Jeka and Lackner 1994). On the other hand, our finding has important implications for designing experiments to study task dependency of rapid motor responses. Changes in the magnitude of rapid motor responses with regard to temporal constraints of the task imply that if the timing of the task is not appropriately set, it is less likely to observe changes in the earlier components of the response with regard to task constraints.
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